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M. Geddes Gengras supposedly made Interior
Architecture over six years but it sounds like he
recorded it in one night. Throughout its 73 minutes,
there is a lot of noodling, the marriage of a lot of free
time and an array of instruments – in Gengras’ case,
a formidable arsenal of synths.

For most of the record, there are only two elements:
a central synth drone and the sequencer burbles with
which he fills the rest of the stereo field. Sometimes
he’ll turn down the synth drone and let the sequencer
shine. Sometimes he’ll cut out the sequencer and
leave only the drone. Sometimes he’ll have both
going at once. Those are really the only things that happen for the bulk of the album. There are few complex
textures, few moments of great emotional resonance, little to suggest the music here is anything more than the
product of a one-man jam session. Save for how well they’re recorded, these tracks could have easily been ripped
from his iPhone voice memos, to be listened to later and used as a source of ideas that could be expanded on.

There are a few moments where Gengras strikes gold – usually when he gets a firm grip on what he’s doing and is
able to arrange the individual elements of his work in a way that makes sense. “Side B” and “Side D” are the only
tracks here that really seem to follow a coherent arc, both from easygoing, harmonic arrangements to darker, noisier
stuff and then back. These pieces are at least somewhat exciting for this reason. But on “Side A” and “Side D,” he
doesn’t seem to be doing much besides queuing up new sequencer patterns and presets at will.

Let’s give Gengras the benefit of the doubt and assume he spent some time on this thing: why so much noise? As
the first track (“Side A”) commences, it seems like it’s going to be a placid, dubby synth drone in the Loscil vein.
Then all manner of ugly feedback noises rush in, shattering whatever calm you’re likely to feel from those first few
minutes of relative ease. Ditto “Side C,” which brings in a clarinetist to break up the monotony of Gengras on the
keys; sadly, he mostly just does that faux-free-jazz squealing shit that everyone from Beefheart to Fleet Foxes
employs to say “This is avant-garde.” These incongruous moments of “edginess” ultimately kill any chance Interior
Architecture had of working as a low-key ambient album.

It’s hard to say what Interior Architecture  is meant to do for the listener. Gengras’ last album, Ishi, at least worked as
a solid ambient album, even if – like this one – it didn’t evoke much more than the process of its making (i.e. synth
noodling). And unlike a lot of improvisatory records, it doesn’t sound like Gengras had a whole lot of fun making this
thing. At the speed at which it moves, though, it sounds like he was barely even awake while making it. Stick with
Vangelis.
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